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7s contain -RN- 

ACORNED ACDENOR ACORN, fruit of oak tree [adj] 

ADORNED ADDENOR ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive [v] 

ADORNER ADENORR one that adorns (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive) [n -S] 

ARNATTO AANORTT annatto yellowish-red dye) [n -S] 

ARNICAS AACINRS ARNICA, perennial herb [n] 

ARNOTTO ANOORTT tropical tree [n -S] 

ATTORNS ANORSTT ATTORN, to acknowledge new owner as one's landlord [v] 

AUBURNS ABNRSUU AUBURN, reddish brown color [n] 

BAIRNLY ABILNRY childish (resembling child young person)) [adj -LIER, -LIEST] 

BARNEYS ABENRSY BARNEY, noisy argument [n] 

BARNIER ABEINRR BARNY, resembling barn in size, shape, or smell [adj] 

BARNING ABGINNR BARN, to store in barn large storage building) [v] 

BEERNUT BEENRTU peanut with sweet coating [n -S] 

BICORNE BCEINOR type of hat [n -S] 

BICORNS BCINORS BICORN, bicorne type of hat) [n] 

BLARNEY ABELNRY to beguile with flattery [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BORNEOL BELNOOR alcohol flammable liquid) [n -S] 

BORNITE BEINORT ore of copper [n -S] 

BOURNES BENORSU BOURNE, bourn stream) [n] 

BURNERS BENRRSU BURNER, one that burns (to destroy by fire) [n] 

BURNETS BENRSTU BURNET, perennial herb [n] 

BURNIES BEINRSU BURNIE, brooklet small brook or creek) [n] 

BURNING BGINNRU firing of ceramic materials [n -S] / BURN, to destroy by fire [v] 

BURNISH BHINRSU to polish (to make smooth and lustrous by rubbing) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

BURNOUS BNORSUU burnoose hooded cloak) [n -ES] 

BURNOUT BNORTUU destructive fire [n -S] 

BYRNIES BEINRSY BYRNIE, armored shirt [n] 

CAIRNED ACDEINR CAIRN, mound of stones set up as memorial [adj] 

CARNAGE AACEGNR great and bloody slaughter [n -S] 

CARNETS ACENRST CARNET, official permit [n] 

CARNEYS ACENRSY CARNEY, carny carnival traveling amusement show)) [n] 

CARNIES ACEINRS CARNIE, carny carnival traveling amusement show)) [n] / CARNY [n] 

CARNIFY ACFINRY to form into flesh [v -FIED, -ING, -FIES] 

CASERNE ACEENRS casern barracks for soldiers) [n -S] 

CASERNS ACENRSS CASERN, barracks for soldiers [n] 

CAVERNS ACENRSV CAVERN, to hollow out [v] 

CHARNEL ACEHLNR room where corpses are placed [n -S] 

CHURNED CDEHNRU CHURN, to stir briskly in order to make butter [v] 

CORNCOB BCCNOOR woody core of ear of corn [n -S] 

CORNEAL ACELNOR CORNEA, part of eye [adj] 

CORNEAS ACENORS CORNEA, part of eye [n] 

CORNELS CELNORS CORNEL, hardwood tree or shrub [n] 

CORNERS CENORRS CORNER, to gain control of [v] 

CORNETS CENORST CORNET, trumpetlike instrument [n] 

CORNETT CENORTT cornetto musical wind instrument) [n -S] 
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CORNFED CDEFNOR fed on corn [adj] 

CORNICE CCEINOR to decorate with molding [v -D, -CING, -S] 

CORNIER CEINORR CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

CORNIFY CFINORY to form keratin [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORNILY CILNORY in corny (trite (used so often as to be made commonplace)) manner [adv] 

CORNING CGINNOR CORN, to preserve with salt [v] 

CORNROW CNOORRW to braid hair tightly in rows close to scalp [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CORNUAL ACLNORU CORNU, hornlike bone formation [adj] 

CORNUTE CENORTU horn-shaped [adj] 

CORNUTO CNOORTU husband of unfaithful wife [n -S] 

CHURNER CEHNRRU one that churns (to stir briskly in order to make butter) [n -S] 

DARNELS ADELNRS DARNEL, annual grass [n] 

DARNERS ADENRRS DARNER, one that darns (to mend with interlacing stitches) [n] 

DARNEST ADENRST damndest (utmost greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DARNING ADGINNR things to be darned [n -S] / DARN, to mend with interlacing stitches [v] 

DECERNS CDEENRS DECERN, to decree by judicial sentence [v] 

DEHORNS DEHNORS DEHORN, to deprive of horns [v] 

DERNIER DEEINRR last [adj] 

DHARNAS AADHNRS DHARNA, form of protest in India [n] 

DHURNAS ADHNRSU DHURNA, dharna form of protest in India) [n] 

DIRNDLS DDILNRS DIRNDL, woman's dress [n] 

DIURNAL ADILNRU diary personal journal) [n -S] 

DORNECK CDEKNOR dornick heavy linen fabric) [n -S] 

DORNICK CDIKNOR heavy linen fabric [n -S] 

DORNOCK CDKNOOR dornick heavy linen fabric) [n -S] 

DURNING DGINNRU DURN, to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v] 

EARNERS AEENRRS EARNER, one that earns (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [n] 

EARNEST AEENRST down payment [n -S] 

EARNING AEGINNR EARN, to gain or deserve for one's labor or service [v] 

ETERNAL AEELNRT something lasting forever [n -S] 

EXTERNE EEENRTX extern (nonresident of institution) [n -S] 

EXTERNS EENRSTX EXTERN, nonresident of institution [n] 

FARNESS AEFNRSS state of being far off or apart [n -ES] 

FERNERY EEFNRRY place in which ferns are grown [n -RIES] 

FERNIER EEFINRR FERNY, abounding in ferns [adj] 

FORNENT EFNNORT near to [prep] 

FURNACE ACEFNRU to subject to heat [v -D, -CING, -S] 

FURNISH FHINRSU to equip (to provide with whatever is needed) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

GARNERS AEGNRRS GARNER, to gather and store [v] 

GARNETS AEGNRST GARNET, mineral naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n] 

GARNISH AGHINRS to decorate (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

GIRNING GGIINNR GIRN, to snarl (to growl viciously) [v] 

GOVERNS EGNORSV GOVERN, to rule or direct [v] 

GURNARD ADGNRRU marine fish [n -S] 

GURNETS EGNRSTU GURNET, (gurnard marine fish) [n] 

GURNEYS EGNRSUY GURNEY, wheeled cot [n] 
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HAIRNET AEHINRT net worn to keep hair in place [n -S] 

HARNESS AEHNRSS to put tackle on draft animal [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

HERNIAE AEEHINR HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [n] 

HERNIAL AEHILNR HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [adj] 

HERNIAS AEHINRS HERNIA, protrusion of organ through its surrounding wall [n] 

HORNDOG DGHNOOR sexually aggressive man [n -S] 

HORNETS EHNORST HORNET, stinging insect [n] 

HORNIER EHINORR HORNY, hornlike in hardness [adj] 

HORNILY HILNORY in horny (hornlike in hardness) manner [adv] 

HORNING GHINNOR mock serenade for newlyweds [n -S] / HORN, to form horn hard projection of head) [v] 

HORNIST HINORST French horn player [n -S] 

HORNITO HINOORT mound of volcanic matter [n -S] 

INFERNO EFINNOR place that resembles or suggests hell [n -S] 

INTERNE EEINNRT recent medical school graduate on hospital staff [n -S] 

INTERNS EINNRST INTERN, to confine during war [v] 

INTURNS INNRSTU INTURN, turning inward [n] 

INURNED DEINNRU INURN, to put in urn [v] 

JOURNAL AJLNORU to enter in daily record [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JOURNEY EJNORUY to travel (to go from one place to another) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

JOURNOS JNOORSU JOURNO, writer for news medium [n] 

KERNELS EEKLNRS KERNEL, to envelop as kernel (inner part of nut) [v] 

KERNING EGIKNNR act of forming projecting part of typeface [n -S] / KERN, to be formed with projecting typeface [v] 

KERNITE EEIKNRT mineral naturally occurring inorganic substance having characteristic set of physical properties) [n -S] 

KIRNING GIIKNNR KIRN, to churn (to stir briskly in order to make butter) [v] 

LARNING AGILNNR LARN, to learn (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [v] 

LEARNED ADEELNR LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

LEARNER AEELNRR one that learns (to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study) [n -S] 

LIERNES EEILNRS LIERNE, connecting part in Gothic vaulting [n] 

LORNEST ELNORST LORN, abandoned [adj] 

LUCARNE ACELNRU type of window [n -S] 

LUCERNE CEELNRU alfalfa plant cultivated for use as hay and forage) [n -S] 

LUCERNS CELNRSU LUCERN, lucerne (alfalfa plant cultivated for use as hay and forage)) [n] 

MODERNE DEEMNOR design style of 1920s and 1930s [n -S] 

MODERNS DEMNORS MODERN, person of modern times or views [n] 

MORNAYS AMNORSY MORNAY, cheese-flavored white sauce [n] 

MORNING GIMNNOR early part of day [n -S] 

MOURNED DEMNORU MOURN, to feel or express grief or sorrow [v] 

MOURNER EMNORRU one that mourns (to feel or express grief or sorrow) [n -S] 

OVERNEW EENORVW too new [adj] 

PERNODS DENOPRS PERNOD, trademark [n] 

PORNIER EINOPRR PORNY, pornographic [adj] 

REEARNS AEENRRS REEARN, to earn again [v] 

RETURNS ENRRSTU RETURN, to come or go back [v] 

SARNIES AEINRSS SARNIE, sandwich [n] 

SCORNED CDENORS SCORN, to treat or regard with contempt [v] 

SCORNER CENORRS one that scorns (to treat or regard with contempt) [n -S] 
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SECERNS CEENRSS SECERN, to discern as separate [v] 

SHAIRNS AHINRSS SHAIRN, sharn (cow dung) [n] 

SORNERS ENORRSS SORNER, one that sorns (to force oneself on others for food and lodging) [n] 

SORNING GINNORS SORN, to force oneself on others for food and lodging [v] 

SPURNED DENPRSU SPURN, to reject with contempt [v] 

SPURNER ENPRRSU one that spurns (to reject with contempt) [n -S] 

STERNAL AELNRST pertaining to sternum long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates) [adj] 

STERNED DEENRST STERN, rear part of ship [adj] 

STERNER EENRRST STERN, unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

STERNLY ELNRSTY in stern (unyielding (not yielding (yield))) manner [adv] 

STERNUM EMNRSTU long, flat supporting bone of most vertebrates [n -NA, -S] 

SUBORNS BNORSSU SUBORN, to induce to commit perjury [v] 

SURNAME AEMNRSU to give family name to [v -D, -MING, -S] 

TARNISH AHINRST to dull luster of [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

TAVERNA AAENRTV cafe in Greece [n -S] 

TAVERNS AENRSTV TAVERN, place where liquor is sold to be drunk on premises [n] 

TERNARY AENRRTY group of three [n -RIES] 

TERNATE AEENRTT arranged in groups of three [adj] 

TERNION EINNORT group of three [n -S] 

THORNED DEHNORT THORN, to prick with thorn sharp, rigid projection on plant) [v] 

TORNADO ADNOORT violent windstorm [n -ES, -S] 

TOURNEY ENORTUY to compete in tournament [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TURNERS ENRRSTU TURNER, one that turns (to move around central point) [n] 

TURNERY ENRRTUY process of shaping articles on lathe [n -RIES] 

TURNING GINNRTU rotation about axis [n -S] / TURN, to move around central point [v] 

TURNIPS INPRSTU TURNIP, edible plant root [n] 

TURNIPY INPRTUY TURNIP, edible plant root [adj -PIER, -PIEST] 

TURNKEY EKNRTUY person who has charge of prison's keys [n -S] 

TURNOFF FFNORTU road that branches off from larger one [n -S] 

TURNONS NNORSTU TURNON, something that arouses interest [n] 

TURNOUT NORTTUU assemblage of people [n -S] 

TURNUPS NPRSTUU TURNUP, part of garment that is turned up [n] 

UNBURNT BNNRTUU not burnt (to destroy by fire) [adj] 

UPBORNE BENOPRU UPBEAR, to raise aloft [v] 

UPTURNS NPRSTUU UPTURN, to turn up or over [v] 

URNLIKE EIKLNRU URN, type of vase rounded, decorative container) [adj] 

VARNISH AHINRSV to give glossy appearance to [v -ED, -ING, -ES] 

VERNIER EEINRRV auxiliary scale used with main scale to obtain fine measurements [n -S] 

WARNERS AENRRSW WARNER, one that warns (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [n] 

WARNING AGINNRW something that warns [n -S] / WARN, to make aware of impending or possible danger [v] 

WIVERNS EINRSVW WIVERN, two-legged dragon [n] 

WYVERNS ENRSVWY WYVERN, wivern two-legged dragon) [n] 

YARNERS AENRRSY YARNER, one that yarns (to tell long story) [n] 

YARNING AGINNRY YARN, to tell long story [v] 

YEARNED ADEENRY YEARN, to have strong or deep desire [v] 

YEARNER AEENRRY one that yearns (to have strong or deep desire) [n -S] 
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7s end -RN 

ADJOURN ADJNORU to suspend until later time [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ALPHORN AHLNOPR wooden horn used by Swiss herdsmen [n -S] 

ALTHORN AHLNORT brass wind instrument [n -S] 

BETHORN BEHNORT to fill with thorns [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

BIGHORN BGHINOR wild sheep [n -S] 

BITTERN BEINRTT wading bird [n -S] 

CARBARN AABCNRR garage for buses [n -S] 

CISTERN CEINRST water tank [n -S] 

CITHERN CEHINRT cittern pear-shaped guitar) [n -S] 

CITTERN CEINRTT pear-shaped guitar [n -S] 

CONCERN CCENNOR to be of interest to [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

COTHURN CHNORTU buskin worn by ancient Roman actors [n -S] 

DISCERN CDEINRS to perceive (to become aware of through senses) [v -ED, -ING, -S]  

EASTERN AEENRST being to, toward, or in east [adj] 

EINKORN EIKNNOR variety of wheat [n -S] 

FOGHORN FGHNOOR horn sounded in fog [n -S] 

FORLORN FLNOORR dreary (dismal (cheerless and depressing)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

FORWORN FNOORRW worn out [adj] 

GITTERN EGINRTT medieval guitar [n -S] 

GOLDARN ADGLNOR to damn (to curse (to wish evil upon)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

GOLDURN DGLNORU goldarn [n -S] 

HAGBORN ABGHNOR born of witch [adj] 

INKHORN HIKNNOR small container for ink [n -S] 

KLAVERN AEKLNRV local branch of Ku Klux Klan [n -S] 

LANTERN AELNNRT protective case for light [n -S] 

LECTERN CEELNRT reading desk [n -S] 

LEGHORN EGHLNOR smooth, plaited straw [n -S] 

LOWBORN BLNOORW of humble birth [adj] 

LUTHERN EHLNRTU type of window [n -S] 

NEWBORN BENNORW recently born infant [n -S] 

NOCTURN CNNORTU religious service [n -S] 

OUTBURN BNORTUU to burn longer than [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTEARN AENORTU to surpass in earning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTTURN NORTTUU quantity produced [n -S] 

OUTWORN NOORTUW OUTWEAR, to last longer than [v] 

PASTERN AENPRST part of horse's foot [n -S] 

PATTERN AENPRTT to make according to prescribed design [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

POPCORN CNOOPPR variety of corn [n -S] 

POSTERN ENOPRST rear door or gate [n -S] 

PREWARN AENPRRW to warn in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREWORN ENOPRRW previously worn by someone [adj] 

READORN ADENORR to adorn again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RELEARN AEELNRR to learn again [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

SALTERN AELNRST place where salt is produced [n -S] 
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SAXHORN AHNORSX brass wind instrument [n -S] 

SILVERN EILNRSV silvery (resembling silver) [adj] 

SOJOURN JNOORSU to stay temporarily [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SUNBURN BNNRSUU to burn or discolor from exposure to sun [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

TINHORN HINNORT showily pretentious person [n -S] 

TRICORN CINORRT hat with brim turned up on three sides [n -S] 

UNICORN CINNORU mythical horselike creature [n -S] 

UNLEARN AELNNRU to put out of one's knowledge or memory [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

UNSHORN HNNORSU not shorn (to cut hair or wool from) [adj] 

UNSWORN NNORSUW UNSWEAR, to retract something sworn [v] 

WARWORN ANORRWW showing effects of war [adj] 

WAYWORN ANORWWY fatigued by travel [adj] 

WESTERN EENRSTW one who lives in west [n -S] 

YESTERN EENRSTY yester (pertaining to yesterday) [adj] 

ZITHERN EHINRTZ zither stringed instrument) [n -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s contain -RN- 

ABORNING ABGINNOR while being born [adv] 

ADORNING ADGINNOR ADORN, to add something to for purpose of making more attractive [v] 

AIRBORNE ABEINORR flying [adj] 

ALBURNUM ABLMNRUU sapwood newly formed outer wood of tree) [n -S] 

ASTERNAL AAELNRST not connected to sternum [adj] 

ATTORNED ADENORTT ATTORN, to acknowledge new owner as one's landlord [v] 

ATTORNEY AENORTTY lawyer member of legal profession) [n -S] 

BAIRNISH ABHIINRS BAIRN, child young person) [adj] 

BARNACLE AABCELNR shellfish [n -S] 

BARNIEST ABEINRST BARNY, resembling barn in size, shape, or smell [adj] 

BARNLIKE ABEIKLNR resembling barn [adj] 

BARNWOOD ABDNOORW wide wood for building barns [n -S] 

BARNYARD AABDNRRY yard near barn [n -S] 

BERNICLE BCEEILNR wild goose [n -S] 

BORNITIC BCIINORT BORNITE, ore of copper [adj] 

BURNABLE ABBELNRU something that can be burned [n -S] 

BURNOOSE BENOORSU hooded cloak [n -S] 

BURNSIDE BDEINRSU mustache and side whiskers on cheeks [n -S] 

CABERNET ABCEENRT dry red wine [n -S] 

CARNALLY AACLLNRY CARNAL, pertaining to bodily appetites [adv] 

CARNAUBA AAABCNRU palm tree [n -S] 

CARNIVAL AACILNRV traveling amusement show [n -S] 

CAVERNED ACDEENRV CAVERN, to hollow out [v] 

CERNUOUS CENORSUU drooping or nodding [adj] 

CHURNING CGHINNRU butter churned at one time [n -S] / CHURN, to stir briskly in order to make butter [v] 

CISTERNA ACEINRST fluid-containing sac [n -E] 

CORNBALL ABCLLNOR hick rural person) [n -S] 
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CORNCAKE ACCEKNOR cake made of cornmeal [n -S] 

CORNCRIB BCCINORR building in which corn is stored [n -S] 

CORNEOUS CENOORSU of hornlike texture [adj] 

CORNERED CDEENORR CORNER, to gain control of [v] 

CORNETCY CCENORTY rank in British cavalry [n -CIES] 

CORNETTO CENOORTT musical wind instrument [n -TTI, -S] 

CORNHUSK CHKNORSU husk covering ear of corn [n -S] 

CORNICHE CCEHINOR road built along cliff [n -S] 

CORNICLE CCEILNOR part of aphid [n -S] 

CORNIEST CEINORST CORNY, trite (used so often as to be made commonplace) [adj] 

CORNMEAL ACELMNOR meal made from corn [n -S] 

CORNPONE CENNOOPR bread made with cornmeal [n -S] 

CORNSILK CIKLNORS silky thread on ear of corn [n -S] 

CORNUSES CENORSSU CORNUS, cornel hardwood tree or shrub) [n] 

CORNUTED CDENORTU cornute (horn-shaped) [adj] 

COTHURNI CHINORTU cothurns buskin worn by ancient Roman actors) [n COTHURNI] 

COTURNIX CINORTUX small quail [n -ES] 

DARNDEST ADDENRST DARNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] / damndest (utmost greatest degree or amount)) [n -S] 

DARNEDER ADDEENRR DARNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DEARNESS ADEENRSS state of being dear (greatly loved) [n -ES] 

DECERNED CDDEEENR DECERN, to decree by judicial sentence [v] 

DEHORNED DDEEHNOR DEHORN, to deprive of horns [v] 

DEHORNER DEEHNORR one that dehorns (to deprive of horns) [n -S] 

DOORNAIL ADILNOOR large-headed nail [n -S] 

DOURNESS DENORSSU state of being dour (sullen (showing brooding ill humor or resentment)) [n -ES] 

DURNDEST DDENRSTU DURNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

DURNEDER DDEENRRU DURNED, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adj] 

EARNINGS AEGINNRS something earned [n -S] 

ETERNISE EEEINRST to eternize (to make everlasting) [v -D, -SING, -S] 

ETERNITY EEINRTTY infinite time [n -TIES] 

ETERNIZE EEEINRTZ to make everlasting [v -D, -ZING, -S] 

EXTERNAL AEELNRTX exterior part or surface that is outside) [n -S] 

FAIRNESS AEFINRSS quality of being fair (free from bias, dishonesty, or injustice) [n -ES] 

FARNESOL AEFLNORS alcohol used in perfumes [n -S] 

FERNIEST EEFINRST FERNY, abounding in ferns [adj] 

FERNINST EFINNRST near to [prep] 

FERNLESS EEFLNRSS FERN, flowerless vascular plant [adj] 

FERNLIKE EEFIKLNR FERN, flowerless vascular plant [adj] 

FORBORNE BEFNOORR FORBEAR, to refrain from [v] 

FORNICAL ACFILNOR FORNIX, arched anatomical structure [adj] 

FORNICES CEFINORS FORNIX, arched anatomical structure [n] 

GARNERED ADEEGNRR GARNER, to gather and store [v] 

GOVERNED DEEGNORV GOVERN, to rule or direct [v] 

GOVERNOR EGNOORRV one that governs (to rule or direct) [n -S] 

GUERNSEY EEGNRSUY woolen shirt [n -S] 

HERNIATE AEEHINRT to protrude through abnormal bodily opening [v -D, -TING, -S] 
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HIBERNAL ABEHILNR pertaining to winter [adj] 

HORNBEAM ABEHMNOR small tree [n -S] 

HORNBILL BHILLNOR large-billed bird [n -S] 

HORNBOOK BHKNOOOR primer book that covers basics of subject) [n -S] 

HORNFELS EFHLNORS silicate rock [n HORNFELS, -ES] 

HORNIEST EHINORST HORNY, hornlike in hardness [adj] 

HORNLESS EHLNORSS lacking horn [adj] 

HORNLIKE EHIKLNOR resembling horn [adj] 

HORNPIPE EHINOPPR musical instrument [n -S] 

HORNPOUT HNOOPRTU catfish [n -S] 

HORNTAIL AHILNORT wasplike insect [n -S] 

HORNWORM HMNOORRW larva of hawkmoth [n -S] 

HORNWORT HNOORRTW aquatic herb [n -S] 

HYPERNYM EHMNPRYY word that denotes broad category that includes more specific words [n -S] 

INFERNAL AEFILNNR pertaining to hell [adj] 

INTERNAL AEILNNRT inner attribute [n -S] 

INTERNED DEEINNRT INTERN, to confine during war [v] 

INTERNEE EEEINNRT one who has been interned [n -S] 

INTERNET EEINNRTT network of computer networks [n -S]  

INTURNED DEINNRTU INTURN, turning inward [adj] 

INURNING GIINNNRU INURN, to put in urn [v] 

KERNELED DEEEKLNR KERNEL, to envelop as kernel inner part of nut) [v] 

KERNELLY EEKLLNRY resembling kernels [adj] 

LABURNUM ABLMNRUU ornamental tree [n -S] 

LEARNING AEGILNNR acquired knowledge [n -S] / LEARN, to gain knowledge by experience, instruction, or study [v] 

LORNNESS ELNNORSS state of being lorn (abandoned) [n -ES] 

MATERNAL AAELMNRT pertaining to or characteristic of mother [adj] 

MODERNER DEEMNORR MODERN, pertaining to present or recent time [adj] 

MODERNLY DELMNORY MODERN, pertaining to present or recent time [adv] 

MOURNFUL FLMNORUU expressing grief or sorrow [adj -LLER, -LLEST] 

MOURNING GIMNNORU outward sign of grief [n -S] / MOURN, to feel or express grief or sorrow [v] 

NEARNESS AEENNRSS state of being near (situated within short distance) [n -ES] 

NOCTURNE CENNORTU musical composition [n -S] 

NOTORNIS INNOORST flightless bird [n NOTORNIS] 

NOTTURNO NNOORTTU nocturne musical composition) [n -NI] 

ORNAMENT AEMNNORT to decorate (to adorn (to add something to for purpose of making more attractive)) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

ORNATELY AELNORTY ORNATE, elaborately or excessively ornamented [adv] 

ORNERIER EEINORRR ORNERY, stubborn and mean-spirited [adj] 

ORNITHES EHINORST ORNIS, avifauna bird life of particular region) [n] 

ORNITHIC CHIINORT pertaining to birds [adj] 

OVERNEAR AEENORRV too near [adj] 

OVERNEAT AEENORTV too neat [adj] 

OVERNICE CEEINORV excessively nice [adj] 

PATERNAL AAELNPRT pertaining to father [adj] 

POORNESS ENOOPRSS state of being poor (lacking means of support) [n -ES] 

PORNIEST EINOPRST PORNY, pornographic [adj] 
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REEARNED ADEEENRR REEARN, to earn again [v] 

RETURNED DEENRRTU RETURN, to come or go back [v] 

RETURNEE EEENRRTU one that has returned [n -S] 

RETURNER EENRRRTU one that returns (to come or go back) [n -S] 

SAUTERNE AEENRSTU sweet white wine [n -S] 

SCORNFUL CFLNORSU feeling or expressing contempt [adj] 

SCORNING CGINNORS SCORN, to treat or regard with contempt [v] 

SEABORNE ABEENORS carried on or over sea [adj] 

SECERNED CDEEENRS SECERN, to discern as separate [v] 

SKYBORNE BEKNORSY airborne (flying) [adj] 

SOURNESS ENORSSSU quality or state of being sour [n -ES] 

SPURNING GINNPRSU SPURN, to reject with contempt [v] 

STARNOSE AENORSST burrowing mammal [n -S] 

STERNEST EENRSSTT STERN, unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj] 

STERNITE EEINRSTT somitic sclerite [n -S] 

STERNSON ENNORSST reinforcing post of ship [n -S] 

STERNWAY AENRSTWY backward movement of vessel [n -S] 

SUBORNED BDENORSU SUBORN, to induce to commit perjury [v] 

SUBORNER BENORRSU one that suborns (to induce to commit perjury) [n -S] 

SUPERNAL AELNPRSU pertaining to sky [adj] 

SURNAMER AEMNRRSU one that surnames (to give family name to) [n -S] 

TARNALLY AALLNRTY TARNAL, damned (damnable (detestable)) [adv] 

TAVERNER AEENRRTV one that runs tavern [n -S] 

THORNIER EHINORRT THORNY, full of thorns [adj] 

THORNILY HILNORTY THORNY, full of thorns [adv] 

THORNING GHINNORT THORN, to prick with thorn sharp, rigid projection on plant) [v] 

TORNADIC ACDINORT TORNADO, violent windstorm [adj] 

TORNILLO ILLNOORT flowering shrub [n -S] 

TRICORNE CEINORRT tricorn hat with brim turned up on three sides) [n -S] 

TURNABLE ABELNRTU TURN, to move around central point [adj] 

TURNCOAT ACNORTTU traitor (one who betrays another) [n -S] 

TURNCOCK CCKNORTU employee who turns water on or off at main [n -S] 

TURNDOWN DNNORTUW rejection [n -S] 

TURNHALL AHLLNRTU building where gymnasts practice [n -S] 

TURNOVER ENORRTUV upset or overthrow [n -S] 

TURNPIKE EIKNPRTU toll road [n -S] 

TURNSOLE ELNORSTU plant that turns with sun [n -S] 

TURNSPIT INPRSTTU one that turns roasting spit [n -S] 

UNBURNED BDENNRUU not burned (to destroy by fire) [adj] 

UNEARNED ADEENNRU not earned (to gain or deserve for one's labor or service) [adj] 

UNORNATE AENNORTU not ornate (elaborately or excessively ornamented) [adj] 

UNTURNED DENNRTUU not turned (to move around central point) [adj] 

UNWARNED ADENNRUW not warned (to make aware of impending or possible danger) [adj] 

UPTURNED DENPRTUU UPTURN, to turn up or over [v] 

USERNAME AEEMNRSU identifying sequence of characters used for logging on to computer system [n -S] 

VARNISHY AHINRSVY glossy (lustrous (reflecting light evenly and efficiently)) [adj] 
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VERNACLE ACEELNRV vernicle (veronica handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face)) [n -S] 

VERNALLY AELLNRVY VERNAL, pertaining to spring [adv] 

VERNICLE CEEILNRV veronica handkerchief bearing image of Christ's face) [n -S] 

VERNIXES EEINRSVX VERNIX, fatty substance covering skin of fetus [n] 

VIBURNUM BIMNRUUV flowering shrub [n -S] 

WORNNESS ENNORSSW state of being worn (affected by wear or use) [n -ES] 

YEARNING AEGINNRY strong or deep desire [n -S] / YEARN, to have strong or deep desire [v] 

 

8s end -RN 

AMELCORN ACELMNOR variety of wheat [n -S] 

ANTIPORN AINNOPRT opposed to pornography [adj] 

BASEBORN ABBENORS of low birth [adj] 

BOXTHORN BHNOORTX thorny shrub [n -S] 

BULLHORN BHLLNORU electric megaphone [n -S] 

CAREWORN ACENORRW haggard [adj] 

CAVICORN ACCINORV having hollow horns [adj] 

CRUMHORN CHMNORRU double-reed woodwind instrument [n -S] 

DOWNTURN DNNORTUW downward turn [n -S] 

FOOTWORN FNOOORTW footsore (having sore or tired feet) [adj] 

FOREWARN AEFNORRW to warn in advance [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

FOREWORN EFNOORRW forworn (worn out) [adj] 

FORSWORN FNOORRSW FORSWEAR, to deny under oath [v] 

FREEBORN BEEFNORR born free [adj] 

HAWTHORN AHHNORTW  thorny shrub [n -S] 

HIGHBORN BGHHINOR of noble birth [adj] 

KRUMHORN HKMNORRU crumhorn double-reed woodwind instrument) [n -S] 

LANTHORN AHLNNORT lantern protective case for light) [n -S] 

LASTBORN ABLNORST child born last in family [n -S] 

LEATHERN AEEHLNRT made of leather [adj] 

LONGHORN GHLNNOOR one of breed of long-horned cattle [n -S] 

LOVELORN ELLNOORV not loved (to feel great affection for) [adj] 

MISLEARN AEILMNRS to learn wrongly [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

NORTHERN EHNNORRT person living in north [n -S] 

OUTLEARN AELNORTU to surpass in learning [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OUTSCORN CNOORSTU to surpass in scorning [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OUTSWORN NOORSTUW OUTSWEAR, to surpass in swearing [v] 

OVERBORN BENOORRV OVERBEAR, to bring down by superior weight or force [v] 

OVERBURN BENORRUV to burn too long [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

OVERTURN ENORRTUV to turn over [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVERWORN ENOORRVW OVERWEAR, to wear out [v] 

POSTBURN BNOPRSTU following burn [adj] 

QUARTERN AENQRRTU one-fourth of something [n -S] 

RAMSHORN AHMNORRS snail used as aquarium scavenger [n -S] 

SHOEHORN EHHNOORS to force into small space [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

SHOPWORN HNOOPRSW worn out from being on display in store [adj] 

SIDEBURN BDEINRSU either of two strips of hair grown by man down each side of face [n -S] 
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SLATTERN AELNRSTT slovenly woman [n -S] 

SOUTHERN EHNORSTU person living in south [n -S] 

STAGHORN AGHNORST stag's horn used for knife handle [n -S] 

STUBBORN BBNORSTU unyielding (not yielding (to give up)) [adj -ER, -EST] 

TACITURN ACINRTTU habitually silent [adj] 

TIMEWORN EIMNORTW showing effects of long use or wear [adj] 

TOILWORN ILNOORTW worn by toil [adj] 

TRUEBORN BENORRTU genuinely such by birth [adj] 

TWINBORN BINNORTW born at same birth [adj] 

WELLBORN BELLNORW of good birth or ancestry [adj] 

WINDBURN BDINNRUW to be affected with skin irritation caused by exposure to wind [v -ED, -T, -ING, -S] 

WOODFERN DEFNOORW evergreen fern [n -S] 

 


